•

‘‘We have a highly favourable impression of MDS KhanLex across the board. We have confidence in
their judgement, responsiveness and insights into the business and political landscape in Mongolia”

•

“MDS KhanLex have strong technical skills and many of the lawyers speak excellent English”

•

“Very quick to respond and find answers for you” Chambers and Partners Asia-Pacific Guide
2017

MDS KhanLex is the largest law partnership in Mongolia; and
the result of a merger in 2014 between “MDS and Associates
LLP” and “KhanLex Advocates LLP”.
We assist both local businesses and foreign investors by
blending international legal industry knowledge with our broad
local expertise, and place a heavy focus on understanding a
client’s business needs and finding practical solutions to meet
such needs.
Our clients range from State Owned Enterprises to government
agencies to large private and multilateral organisations.
Examples of past and present clients include United Nations
Development Programm (UNDP), Asian Development Bank
(ADB), European Bank for Reconstruction and Development
(EBRD), Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC), ZTE

Mongolia, Financial Regulatory Commission of Mongolia. In
addition, global law firms such as Baker McKenzie, Norton Rose
Fulbright and Milbank commonly seek our advice on local law
matters.
Our long lasting cooperation with major international law firms
such as Clyde & Co and Sidley Austin brings us a competitive
advantage and ability to deal with cross border matters.
Our professional expertise and achievements are recognised
or recommended by legal industry’s leading publishers such as
Chambers and Partners, The Legal500 and AsiaLaw Profiles

Core practice areas and industries
We provide full legal services in the following areas:
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Banking & Finance
Capital Markets
Energy/Oil & Gas
Corporate
M&A
PPP/Project Finance

»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Mining & Natural Resources
Real Estate/Construction
Infrastructure
Legislative Policy
Dispute Resolution
Intellectual Property

MDS & KhanLex LLP houses one of the largest practices in the country, where
the lawyers are praised for understanding clients’ business needs and
providing pragmatic solutions to complex matters.
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